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Taking A College Class At 40

Speedwriting Shorthand is an easy-to-teach, easy-to-learn, easy-to-read, and easy-to-transcribe system of alphabetic shorthand. The Student Transcript contains all the printed keys for the reading and writing exercises of each lesson. The Instructor’s Guide provides complete lesson plans and outlines for each lesson. The Workbook has a drill structure format, while the Vocabulary Builder provides practice with 2,000 words and brief forms and five C-90 Vocabulary Builder tape cassettes.

My Personal Review:
This is an excellent book on alphabetic shorthand. It is a very comprehensive course and very easy to understand. There are plenty of exercises and in conjunction with the workbook, a very fine course. Even though shorthand is something of the past, there is still a very strong need for skill in this subject. Very well written and the best shorthand textbook on alphabetic shorthand anywhere.
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